Renault Eurodrive
Live an ALL INCLUSIVE experience

FULLY COMPREHENSIVE INSURANCE
AND ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE
Comprehensive insurance with no excess to pay, covering 42 countries
in Europe. 24/7 roadside assistance, and the vehicle can be serviced
in the 10,100 Renault points of sale in Europe.
Even punctures, lost keys and filling up

EUROPE-WIDE
29 pick-up and drop-off centers at your disposal across Europe.
You can drop your car off at a different center than pick-up.

Your Renault Eurodrive Agent

Renault Eurodrive,

POSSIBILITY OF KEEPING YOUR VEHICLE
You can purchase your vehicle at an attractive rate, no later than
3 weeks before your contract ends.
While all reasonable efforts have been made to ensure the accuracy of the
information provided, due to Renault’s policy of continuous improvement all
particulars contained are subject to constant revision and Renault reserves the
right to change, alter or modify, among other things, specifications and services
without any notification at any time. Date of publication: january 2017.
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renault-eurodrive.com

the best alternative to short
term car rental
renault-eurodrive.com

A BRAND NEW VEHICLE
Of your choice from our wide range.

Serenity
assistance

For over 50 years, Renault Eurodrive(1) has been offering
vehicles for sale with a tax-free European leasing solution.

Comprehensive assistance
– and more!

This is available to people resident outside the European
Union (and not resident in any of France’s overseas
departments or territories) and who spend less than 185
days a year in France or elsewhere in the European Union.
With this tax-free European car-leasing solution, you get a
brand-new vehicle for a period that can be from 21 days up
to six months(2), with unlimited mileage.

Comprehensive insurance with no excess to pay, covering
42 countries in Europe. 24/7 roadside assistance, and the
vehicle can be serviced in the 10,100 Renault points of sale
in Europe.
Included:
 punctures
 lost keys
 filling up with the wrong fuel are covered.

You will have insurance not subject to an excess, and
roundthe-clock assistance that even covers punctures
or flats, lost keys and spilt fuel, to ensure you can travel
throughout 42 European countries, with no worries.
UNLIMITED MILEAGE
Roam all you want to.
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Your advantages

Renault Eurodrive :
the tax free European
car leasing solution
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Live an all inclusive
experience
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At the end of your contract period, as specified in the
document you will have signed, you will be able to choose
to return the vehicle to any of the 29 Eurodrive centres in
Europe, or to keep it permanently by paying the balance of
the purchase price, together with the customs-clearance
expenses.
(1) Renault Eurodrive is part of the Renault SAS Group.
(2) Up to a year in certain special cases

THE RIGHT CAR FOR YOU
City car, compact car, station wagon, minivan, prestige or family cars?
Discover selected cars from the Renault and Dacia ranges.

(1) The company La Voix du Client carried out
a qualitative research survey from 01/01/2017 to
30/11/2017 among a sample of 7,912
customers. 97% of the 2,560 customers having responded to
the survey said they recommended the Renault Eurodrive offer
to their friends and family when answering the following question: ‘Would you recommend the Renault
Eurodrive offer to your friends and family?’

